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Abstract 

In open distributed environments such as in OSI network management, a procedure of 
conformance testing is essential for increasing the level of confidence that component im
plementations from different sources actually meet their specifications as a prerequisite for 
their ability to interact as intended. This applies not only to OSI communication protocols 
but also to open management information. In particular, this includes relationships between 
managed objects, an aspect which has been largely ignored so far but which deserves par
ticular attention and which we therefore focus on in this paper. Using the OSI General 
Relationship Model as a basis, we discuss how respective conformance requirements can be 
identified which serve as a starting point for the development of test cases. 

1 Introduction 

Conformance testing addresses the problem of how to determine whether the behavior that 
an implementation exhibits conforms to the behavior defined in its specification. The issue of 
conformance testing is of particular importance in open environments where components from 
different sources and manufacturers have to interwork. Here, a procedure of conformance testing 
can be substantial in increasing the level of confidence that an implementation acts according to 
its specification and that it will be able to interact in an open environment with other components 
as expected. 

The problem of conformance testing also applies to the OSI network management arena for 
which openness of implementations of many different vendors and their ability to interwork 
is required. Besides conformance of management protocol implementations (such as CMIP 
[14]), for which ordinary protocol conformance testing methodologies [15] apply conformance 
of management information to its specification is a key issue. This involves the testing of 
the Management Information Base (MIB) with its Managed Objects (MOs) that represent the 
underlying network resources to be managed. Conformance of a MIB is an assumption for the 
proper functioning of management applications which operate on MOs and directly depend on 
the correct implementation of these MOs. 

First approaches for testing the conformance of MOs can be found in [7,9,12]. Those approaches 
all have in common that they look at MOs in isolation; they do not cover aspects that involve 
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combinations of MOs or the context of the MIB as a whole. However, MOs arc not isolated 
from each other but maintain relationships reflecting the interworking and dependencies among 
the underlying network resources. The importance of relationships has been acknowledged by 
work on the ISO General Relationship Model (GRM) [18] and other activities [5,3,19]. The 
GRM is essentially an 'attachment' to the basic information model. It allows for an additional 
specification of those aspects of MOs that relate them to other MOs in order to document those 
aspects in a more formal manner and to add structure to models of management information as 
a whole. Although the GRM has some shortcomings [5], it provides an important supplement 
to the OSI information model and will be referred to in the further discussion. 

Independent of the existence of the GRM, relationship aspects must be considered in confor
mance testing as they are in any case present in a MIB. This has already been recognized in 
[1] where a 'relationship view' has been introduced as an integral part of a conformance testing 
methodology for MOs. Formal specification of relationship aspects using the GRM makes the 
task of determining their conformance requirements and deriving according test cases easier 
than basing the task on informal MO behavior specifications only. The purpose of this paper 
is to investigate the subject of relationship conformance testing with respect to the GRM. This 
includes to examine the conformance requirements that can be derived from the aspects speci
fied in the GRM and to address the problems associated with the development of test cases for 
relationships. 

To set the stage, we will first summarize the basic concepts of the GRM in section 2. A gen
eral knowledge of OSI management and the OSI information model with its Guidelines for the 
Definition of Managed Objects (GDMO) [16,17] is assumed. Section 3 gives an overview over 
conformance testing concepts. In section 4, we use a classification scheme to systematically iden
tify relationship conformance requirements that result from those relationship aspects that are 
formally specified in the GRM. These requirements form the basis for the derivation of abstract 
test cases for relationships. The according process is explained in section 5 by a relationship 
example dealing with an ATM cross connection. Some conclusions are offered in section 6. 

2 The general relationship model 

The aim of the GRM is to provide additional specification means for the definition of relation
ships in a formal manner. This concerns for instance MO attributes referring to other MOs 
or constraints concerning the joint behavior of MOs [19] in behavior specifications. The rep
resentation and management of relationships per se as part of a MIB are like before based on 
the well known basic OSI management concepts. Thus, the GRM is an attempt to eliminate 
shortcomings associated with the specification of relationships between MOs in the conventional 
plain OSI information model while leaving it in itself unaffected. 

According to the GRM, relationships between MOs are modeled independently of MOs in terms 
of Managed Relationships. A MO bound in a relationship is known as a participant. Common 
characteristics of relationships are summarized in Managed Relationship Classes (MRCs) for 
which new templates are provided. MRCs can but do not have to be derived from one or more 
other MRCs. 

MRCs allow to specify certain constraints among participants. For this purpose, roles are used 
to model the properties of various related participants in a relationship. To play a given role, a 
MO may be required to possess a certain set of characteristics, specified in terms of a MO class 
(MOC) that any participant in that role will have to be compatible with. A role cardinality is 
used to specify how many MOs may participate in a given role in any one relationship. Also, 
roles can be specified to be 'dynamic' if MOs are allowed to enter and/or leave a relationship 
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without affecting its existence, as opposed to static roles where MOs remain participants in a 
relationship for its entire life span. In addition, in a behavior part any other aspects can be 
defined in natural language text for which no formal specification means are provided. 

MRCs are defined independently of the representation of the relationship in a MIB. A so-called 
role binding template is provided which can be used to specify how a certain relationship is 
represented as part of management information. For this purpose, for each role the class(es) of 
MOs that can participate in the relationship in that role are specified and whether that includes 
subclasses. Relationship instances can be represented as part of management. information in the 
following ways: 

• Name bindings: A relationship is represented by naming, i.e., in a given relationship the 
participants in one role (subordinates) are contained in a participant (superior) of another 
role. The role binding identifies one or more name bindings that represent the relationship. 

• Attributes: A relationship is represented by relationship attributes which participating 
MOs in a given role have to support. Their values identify related participants in other 
roles. 

• MOs: The relationship is represented by dedicated MOs of a certain class. As a result, a 
relationship is explicitly represented in a MIB in terms of an instance of a relationship MOC 
called relationship object. All relationship MOCs have to be derived from the standardized 
MOC relationshipObjectSuperClass. 

• MO operations: A relationship is implicitly represented by means of systems manage
ment operations. The behavior description in the role binding has to define the meaning 
of these operations when applied to participants of the relationship. 

Role bindings also specify the effects of abstract relationship operations and their mapping to 

systems management operations. Relationship operations include e.g. operations to establish 
and terminate relationships, to bind and unbind MOs to/from a relationship, and to retrieve 
information about relationships. One or more mappings are allowed for the same operation. 
A behavior clause is used to define the semantics of each operation. The abstract relationship 
operations are not to be confused with relationship services in the sense of a 'relationship man
agement function'; all they do is state in which way certain management operations that operate 
on MO aspects are to be interpreted from a relationship perspective. 

In addition, a role binding allows to specify the effects associated with the dynamic departure of 
a participant in a relationship: whether it may not depart unless other roles have no participants, 
whether related MOs in other roles are to be deleted as a consequence, or whether the related 
MOs are released from the relationship. Access to certain attributes or actions can be prohibited. 
A behavior part describes any other impacts imposed as a consequence of the role binding. 
Several role bindings can be defined for a single MRC, reflecting different ways that the same 
kind of relationship is represented for different MO classes. 

3 Conformance testing concepts 

The purpose of conformance testing is to increase the probability that different OSI (protocol) 
implementations are able to interwork. In the Conformance Testing Methodology and Framework 
([15]), conformance testing is defined to be the assessment process for determining whether the 
externally visible behavior of an OSI implementation conforms to the behavior required by its 
specification. A real system is said to exhibit conformance if it complies with the conformance 
requirements, e.g. certain capabilities or allowable behaviors, defined in the corresponding OSI 
standard in its communication with other real systems. 
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In order to harmonize the process of testing and certification for OSI implementations, the frame
work provides a methodology for specifying conformance test suites and defines procedures to 
be followed by implementation providers and test houses. A standardized test notation, called 
Tree and Tabular Combined Notation (TTCN}, is proposed for the development of abstract test 
suites. TTCN aims at providing a common language in which test cases for various implemen
tations can be expressed on an abstract level. Abstract test cases specify a series of actions (test 
events) that are needed to test a specific conformance requirement. The entirety of all test cases 
for a certain protocol specification forms the test suite. The use of standardized test suites and 
common procedures for testing the conformance of OSI implementations leads to comparability 
and acceptance of test results. 

Although devoted to OSI protocols, the test case development and conformance assessment 
process described in the framework can also be applied to other OSI implementations, especially 
to MOs. A MO is said to exhibit conformance if it complies with the conformance requirements 
of its corresponding specification. Testing a MO for conformance requires the externally visible 
behavior of MOs to be observed by applying operations and analyzing their effects. 

In [2], an architecture suitable for MO conformance testing is described. A test system in the 
role of a manager is responsible for executing test cases based on sending and receiving CMIS 
[13] requests to an agent in which the MOs to be tested are embedded (see Figure 1}. If possible, 
resource specific test requests may be used to drive the resources in order to observe the reactions 
of MOs to real effects. A positive test verdict is only assigned if the responses received comply 
with the expected responses defined in the test cases. The test results are summarized in a 
test report. Conformance of agents and CMIS is presupposed because these components can 
be dealt with separately from MO testing [1]. Basing test events on standardized CMIS service 
primitives allows for the use of TTCN for the definition as well as the standardization of abstract 
test cases for MOs. 

Test System Agent System 

test 

·---~ 
report [8] 
~ ~~tease@ 

resource specific test requests 

Figure 1: MO test architecture. 

In order to structure the test case development process for MOs, a distinction is made between 
three different views. This concept requires to focus on MOs in isolation, to address the interac
tions between related MOs, and to take into account the consistency of a MO with its underlying 
resource. The MO conformance testing concepts can not be introduced in length within this 
paper. For further details it is referred to [2]. 
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4 Analysis of relationship aspects 

4.1 Specification requirements for relationships 

In the context of the OSI information model , specification and conformance testing are related 
in the following sense (see Figure 2): 

represent anon 

MIB 

specific anon 
====;:c: 

-c:::::J==-C::= 
conformance 

tesfing 

Figure 2: Relation between specification and conformance testing. 

• Specification looks at aspects of the managed resources and represents them by means of 
the information model using dedicated specification tools. 

• Conformance testing looks at specified aspects and checks whether the behavior exhibited 
by the management information conforms to the behavior defined in the specification. 

Accordingly, the very same aspects that are relevant for specification are also relevant for con
formance testing. A classification of the various aspects being involved in MO relationships has 
been presented in [5] as a basis for the evaluation and derivation of MO relationship specifica
tion means. This same classification can serve as the basis for the derivation of conformance 
requirements. Aspects of relationships can be grouped ·along the following perspectives: 

• Structure: This perspective covers aspects of relationships that are concerned with de
scribing them as a part of management information, i.e., the way they provide associations 
between the MOs they relate and the rules according to which they add structure to the 
MIB as a whole. This includes e.g. aspects such as properties of relationship participants 
(i.e. roles), for instance prerequisites that a MO has to fulfill in order to be allowed to 
participate in a relationship in that. role. 
With respect to the GRM, this perspective covers also aspects concerning the instantiation 
of relationships. This is because the modeler is not only responsible for the specification 
of abstract relationship properties but also for the representation of those relationships as 
part of the MIB. Aspects such as role cardinalities stating how many MOs may participate 
in a role in any one relationship instance or constraints imposed on the leaving and joining 
of relationship instances by MOs have to be considered as well. (A relationship approach 
with a different philosophy [4] keeps instantiation aspects transparent to modeler and 
application and instead hides them in an information layer in order to provide better 'data 
independence'- here such aspects do no apply.) 

• Effects: This perspective is concerned with effects of relationships on participating MOs, 
as relationships often imply that operation of oneMO affects the other. For instance, if a 
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MO participates in a relationship, it may no longer be deleted because of that relationship. 
Another example is that a MO is deleted as a side effect of the deletion of another MO it is 
related to. It also includes possible dependencies of MO attributes on other participants of 
a relationship, e.g., of an operational state attribute of a MO that is functionally dependent 
on another MO. 

• Management: This perspective covers aspects of relationships that relate to their need 
to be managed and accessed as part of management information; for instance, whether a 
relationship is subject to manipulation by management operation. 

• Object Orientation: Those aspects deal with the embedding of relationships into the 
(object oriented) OSI information model; for instance aspects related to inheritance. 

(5] also mentions a fifth perspective, 'network management context' that deals with particular 
management application requirements for dealing with relationships. This, however, is of no 
importance with respect to the GRM as it applies less to the OSI information than to the OSI 
functional model. 

4.2 Generic conformance requirements 

Test objectives for abstract test cases are aligned with conformance requirements of a certain 
specification. Conformance requirements have to be determined before starting to develop test 
cases. As proposed in (15], conformance requirements should be part of the conformance clause 
of a standard. Looking at OSI information modeling standards, explicit conformance state
ments are still missing today. Therefore, these have to be added as extensions to the standard 
documents. In the meantime, efforts have been started to define so called Managed Object 
Conformance Statement (MOCS) proformas as extensions to standardized MOCs and Managed 
Relationship Conformance Statements (MRCS) proformas for MRCs. Such proformas focus on 
static MO/relationship capabilities, such as the support of packages or relationship operations 
in an implementation. However, these proformas do not cover the complete set of conformance 
requirements of a MO or a relationship. For instance, requirements resulting from the behavior 
part of a specification are outside the scope of these documents. 

The specification requirements introduced in the previous chapter are used as a starting point for 
the derivation of conformance requirements. This is because aspects relevant for specification 
also lead to aspects that are subject to testing. Correct specification is presupposed in this 
discussion as ensuring the consistency of a specification is not subject to conformance testing. 
In the following, we investigate which generic conformance requirements result from the various 
relationship perspectives with respect to the specification means of the GRM, independent of 
the particular representation of a relationship in the MIB: 

Structure: 

• Requirements concerning relationship participants: 
In order for a MO to participate in a given relationship role, its characteristics must be 
compatible with the characteristics for that role, i.e., the MO class referenced in the MRC. 

• Requirements concerning relationship and relationship instance: 
<> The required role cardinality must not be violated. 
<> If roles are static, participants are not allowed to enter or leave an established rela

tionship instance. 
<> MOs must not be related with each other if there is no role binding that would allow 

instances of their classes to be related in the respective roles in that particular class 
of relationship. 

As a consequence, any operation that would violate these constraints must be rejected. 
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There are other common requirements resulting from relationship aspects that are not 
part of the formal specification but can be expressed in relationship behavior clauses. We 
want to name a few to give an impression of what further requirements relationships can 
imply: 

<> A MO may only be allowed to enter or leave a certain relationship role if the state 
of the MO (i.e. certain attribute values) corresponds to the state required in the 
specification. 

<> In order to fulfill a certain role in a given relationship, a MO can be required to fulfill 
some role in another relationship. A MO can also be prohibited from participating 
in instances of different MRCs simultaneously. 

<> A MO may be allowed to enter or leave a given relationship only if other MOs enter 
or leave the relationship simultaneously. 

Effects: (on participants) 

• An attribute of a relationship participant must not be altered if specified in the respective 
role binding as 'restricted'. Operations attempting to manipulate such attributes must be 
rejected. 

• Actions of relationship participants must not be performed (and accordingly have to be 
rejected) if specified in the respective role binding as 'restricted'. 

• A participant of a relationship must not be deleted if the respective role binding specifies 
for the respective role 'only-if-none-in-roles' and other MOs are in the specified roles. 

• When deleting a relationship participant, related MOs in other roles must be deleted if 
specified in a 'deletes-aU-in-roles' clause in the respective role binding. 

• When deleting a relationship participant, related MOs in other roles must no longer par
ticipate in the according relationship instance if specified in a 'releases-aU-in-roles' clause 
in the respective role binding. 

Again, further requirements can result from relationship aspects expressed in relationship be
havior clauses, e.g., any dependencies between attribute values of related MOs. 

Management: Relationship management solely occurs as an indirect effect of management 
of MOs. The role binding defines the mapping of abstract relationship operations to systems 
management operations. The conformance requirements associated with this perspective refer 
to the correctness of systems management operations when applied to relationship instances. 
In particular, this concerns preconditions and postconditions associated with a relationship 
operation as specified in the behavior clause of the corresponding operations mapping. 

Object Orientation: A MRC derived from other MRCs inherits their characteristics. With 
the kind of strict inheritance defined for the GRM, conformance requirements of relationship 
superclasses apply to relationship subclasses. Conformance requirements resulting from inherited 
features are grouped along and added to the perspectives explained previously. 

The representation of a relationship determines to which extent relationship information is ex
plicitly available in a MIB and how it can be monitored/controlled by management applications 
or a test system, respectively. Therefore, the representation independent conformance require
ments explained above translate into representation dependent conformance requirements for 
the respective relationship representations. For instance, a conformance requirement related to 
a bounded role cardinality by a number n can translate to the conformance requirement that e.g. 
the set-valued attribute representing that relationship must not contain more than n members. 

It should be noted that there is a different. kind of relationship information available in a MIB 
when using different representations for the same relationship. The representation by means 
of a relationship object is the most powerful alternative. It provides information about the 
relationship class, its name, and the role binding in use while other representations do not. 
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Furthermore, the representation by MOs and attributes do have in common that it is possible 
to directly identify participants in roles. This information is only implicitly available when us
ing name bindings and can hardly be obtained when representing relationships by management 
operations. Management operations therefore represent the weakest alternative for expressing 
relationship information in a MIB. An important consequence is that the conformance require
ments can differ for the same kind of relationship for different representations of the relationship. 

5 Test case development for relationships 

5.1 The ATM cross connection relationship 

Exemplary, we have extracted relationship information from an object catalogue for the man
agement of an Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) cross connection [8]. For the relationship 
information expressed in the MOCs of the catalogue, explicit MRCs and role bindings have been 
defined using the specification tools of the GRM. These relationship specifications are used as 
a starting point for the development of abstract test cases. The first step in this process is 
to determine the conformance requirements which have to be derived from the MRC and the 
role binding specifications. This task is guided by the relationship perspectives explained in the 
previous chapter. The conformance requirements then provide the basis for the second step, 
the development of abstract test cases for relationships. This proceeding will be explained for a 
specific example. 

IIPCTPbldlrectlonal 
MO 

· ·. IIPCTPbldirectional 
MO 

Figure 3: MOs involved in the establishment of an ATM cross connection relationship. 

In [8], a vpCTPbidirectional MOC is defined to model a virtual path termination point 
where a virtual path link connection is originated and terminated. An atmCrossConnection 
MOC is specified to represent a relationship between two instances of vpCTPbidirectional. 
On instantiation of an atmCrossConnection MO, a virtual path link connection is estab
lished between two vpCTPbidirectional MOs. The values of two attributes {toTermination 
and fromTermination) of the atmCrossConnection MO refer to the cross connected 
MOs. In addition, the cross connected vpCTPbidirectional MOs provide an attribute 
(crossConnectionObjectPointer) pointing back to the atmCrossConnection MO. The dele
tion of the atmCrossConnection MO terminates the cross connection and the pointers to the 
atmCrossConnection MO have to be deleted in both participants. An instance of the MOC 
atmFabric is responsible for managing the establishment and release of all ATM cross connec
tions for an ATM cross connected network element. For instance, if the establishment. of a 
new ATM cross connection is requested the atmFabric MO creates a new atmCrossConnection 
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crossConnection RELATIONSHIP CLASS 
BEHAVIOR ... ; 
ROLE toTerminationPoint ROLE CARDINALITY (1 .. 1) REGISTERED AS ... , 
ROLE fromTerminationPoint ROLE CARDINALITY (1 .. 1) REGISTERED AS ... ; 

REGISTERED AS ... ; 

crossConnectionRepresentation ROLE BINDING 
RELATIONSHIP CLASS crossConnection; 
BEHAVIOR ... ; 
RELATIONSHIP OBJECT atmCrossConnection 
ROLE toTerminationPoint 

RELATED CLASSES connectionTerminationPointBidirectional AND SUBCLASSES 
RELATED BY RELATIONSHIP OBJECT USING ATTRIBUTE toTermination; 

ROLE fromTerminationPoint 
RELATED CLASSES connectionTerminationPointBidirectional AND SUBCLASSES 

RELATED BY RELATIONSHIP OBJECT USING ATTRIBUTE fromTermination; 
OPERATIONS MAPPING 

ESTABLISH MAPS TO OPERATION ACTION atmConnect OF atmFabric 
WITH BEHAVIOR ... ; 

TERMINATE MAPS TO OPERATION ACTION disconnect OF atmFabric 
WITH BEHAVIOR 

REGISTERED AS 

Figure 4: Cross connection relationship specification. 

MO which is contained in the atmFabric MO. Figure 3 shows the MOs that are involved in 
the establishment of an ATM cross connection relationship. For further details of the MOCs 
introduced it is referred to [8]. 

The MOCs explained above lead to the specification of a crossConnection relationship class 
depicted in Figure 4. There, two roles for the crossConnection relationship class are de
fined, toTerminationPoint and fromTerminationPoint. In both roles only one participant 
is allowed to take part in a crossConnection relationship. Although not using the specifi~ 
cation tools of the GRM, the specifier(s) of the object catalogue have decided to represent 
an ATM cross connection by an explicit relationship object. This results in the representa
tion by relationship object atmCrossConnection in the role binding for the crossConnection 
relationship class (see Figure 4). The 'related classes' constructs for both roles prescribe 
that instances of the MOC connectionTerminationPointBidirectional or any subclasses 
may participate in the relationship. As vpCTPbidirectional is an indirect subclass of 
connectionTerminationPointBidirectional, instances of vpCTPbidirectional are allowed 
to participate in both roles in the relationship. 

5.2 Derivation of conformance requirements 

The conformance requirements for the crossConnection relationship are derived from the spec
ification depicted in Figure 4 and are grouped along the identified relationship perspectives. To 
our experience, it is easier to derive conformance requirements from formal relationship spec
ifications than from informal relationship specifications only. As the resulting conformance 
requirements for the crossConnection relationship can not be introduced in length within this 
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paper, only excerpts are listed below: 

Structure: 

• The role cardinality (1..1) must not be violated for either the toTerminationPoint role 

nor the fromTerminationPoint role. I.e., the value of the toTermination attribute and 

the value of the fromTermination attribute in an atmCrossConnection MO have to refer 

to a single participant. 
• Participants can not enter or leave an established crossConnection (because it is a static 

relationship). 
• In order for a MO to participate in a crossConnection relationship in the 

toTerminationPoint or fromTerminationPoint role, the MOC of the potential partic

ipant must be connectionTerminationPointBidirectional or a specialization of this 

MOC. 

Effects: (on participants) 

• The value of the crossConnectionObjectPointer attribute of a participant in 

the crossConnection relationship has to be the name of the corresponding 

atmCrossConnection MO. 
• On deletion of a MO participating in the crossConnection relationship, the corresponding 

atmCrossConnection MO has to be deleted (behavior requirement). As a result, the 

related MO in the other role is released from the relationship. 
• If the value of the administrative state of the atmCrossConnection MO is 'locked' no 

traffic can pass through cross connected MOs participating in this relationship (behavior 

requirement). 

Management: 

• On establishment of a new crossConnection relationship, i.e. requesting the action 

atmConnect, an instance of the MOC atmCrossConnection has to be created and 

a participant in each role has to be bound. The value of the toTermination at

tribute has to be the name of the participant in the toTerminationPoint role and the 

value of the fromTermination attribute has to be the name of the participant in the 

fromTerminationPoint role. 
• On termination of a crossConnection relationship, i.e. requesting the action disconnect, 

the corresponding atmCrossConnection MO has to be deleted. 

Apart from deriving conformance requirements for each relationship separately (intm relation
ship requirements), there may be effects specified for the participant in one relationship that will 

also cause effects on participants in other relationships. This kind of conformance requirements, 

which we call inter relationship requirements, can only occur if relationship specifications allow 

that MOs can participate in different relationships simultaneously. Suppose a dependency rela

tionship which requires that a participant in a parent role can only be deleted if all MOs in the 

dependent role are deleted as well. One of the dependent MOs however also participates in a 

crossConnection relationship in role toTerminationPoint for which the condition 'releases-all

in-roles fromTerminationPoint' has been specified. As a result of requesting the deletion of the 

MO in the parent role, not only the MOs in the dependent role have to be deleted but the MO 

participating in the crossConnection relationship in role fromTerminationPoint has to leave 

its relationship. The results presented in [21] remind us that having tested each relationship in 

isolation does not necessarily imply that this is also sufficient for testing the composition of re

lationships if these relationships are interdependent. Therefore, inter relationship requirements 

have to be taken into account in conformance testing as well. When comparing the testing of 

related MOs with testing clusters of objects in object oriented programs, this conclusion is also 

acknowledged by work on object oriented program testing approaches. In [20], it is stated that 
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special attention has to be paid to classes of which instances can be bound to more than one 
cluster. 

5.3 Development of abstract test cases 

Testing of related MOs is based on the observation and manipulation of MOs making use of 
systems management operations only. This requires access to all MOs involved in the rela
tionship to be tested. Each conformance requirement identified has to be addressed in one 
or more test cases. Abstract test cases for relationships heavily depend on the mapping in
formation contained in role bindings. In particular, this applies to test events for requesting 
relationship operations and test events for observing the reactions in related MOs that have 
to be mapped to corresponding systems management operations. Figure 5 shows a simplified 
example test case defined in TTCN focusing on the requirement that a MO can only partici
pate in a crossConnection relationship if the MOC of the potential participant corresponds to 
connectionTerminationPointBidirectional or a specialization of this class. 

Test Case Dynamic Behavior 
Test Case Name: crossConnection_establish_withjnvalid_participant 
Group : 

Purpose : verify that it is not possible to bind a participant in a cross connection 
relationship if the class of the participant does not correspond to 
connectionTerminationPointBidirectional or any subclass 

Default : 

Comments : 

Nr Label Behavior Description Constraints Ref Verdict 
1 +preamble 
2 !MActionRequest START Timer atmConnectReq 
3 Ll ?MEventReportlndication 
4 GOTO Ll 
5 ?MActionConfirm CANCEL Timer atmConnectCnf (PASS) 
6 +postamble 
7 ?OTHERWISE CANCEL Timer (FAIL) 
8 +postamble 
9 ?TIMEOUT (INCONC) 
10 +postamble 

Figure 5: Example TTCN test case for the crossConnection relationship. 

The TTCN test case consists of a header containing overview information like a test case name, 
the test purpose etc. and a body for the test case behavior. The body is partitioned into 
different columns. In a Behavior Description column, test events to be sent to the system under 
test and its possible responses are defined. Send events are indicated by a /. A ? is used to 
denote receive events. A so-called preamble describes a sequence of test events needed to drive 
the system under test into a state from which the test body will start. The so-called postamble 
sets the system back to a stable end state after the test body has been executed. An entry 
in the Constraints Ref column refers to a specification of the data values (parameters) to be 
transmitted in a send event or expected as part of a received event. In the Verdict column, a 
verdict for the received test event is given. 

In our example test case in Figure 5, a MActionRequest is sent to an agent which is responsible 
for invoking an action on an instance specified in the corresponding constraint atmConnectReq 
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(see behavior line 2). According to this constraint, the action atmConnect has to be called 
on an instance of the MOC atmFabric requesting a new cross connection to be established 
between two MOs. Due to space restrictions, the actual constraints can not be depicted. In this 
example, we assume that one of the participants specified in the constraint atmConnectReq does 
not match the required class for its role. Different receive events have to be distinguished as a 
result of the MActionRequest. As MOs can issue notifications asynchronously, event reports can 
be received. As the purpose of the test case does not focus on notifications, these are ignored in 
a loop until any other event is received (see behavior line 3 and 4). If a MActionConfirm event 
occurs and the data received complies with the data specified in the constraint atmConnectCnf, 

the test case verdict PASS is assigned. In this example, the error message 'mismatchinginstance' 
is expected stating that an incorrect participant given in the request has lead to the rejection 
of the action. In the case that a MActionConfirm with invalid data values or any other event is 
received (see behavior line 7), the test case verdict is Fail. In order to take into account that 
no response is sent from the agent, a timer is started whenever sending a new test event (see 
behavior line 2). A TIMEOUT event is generated by the test system indicating that no events 
have been received within the timer interval. According to (15], timeout events lead to the test 
case verdict INCONCLUSIVE (see behavior line 9). 

When defining relationships between resources, the correctness of the resulting conformance re
quirements have to be verified during the relationship testing process. However, under certain 
circumstances there can be conformance requirements which do not necessarily have to be ad

dressed in the testing process. This is the case if a relationship conformance requirement only 
focuses on physical relationships between resources, or in the terms of (6] on descriptive aspects 
of relationships. Suppose the following example: A dependency relationship between two MOs 
has been modeled that represents a functional dependency of their underlying resources. A re
quirement for this relationship could be that if the operational state of one resource changes to 
'disabled' this has also to be the case for the dependent resource. Assuming the proper function
ing of the resources, the state values of the corresponding MOs will have to change to 'disabled' 
as well. If the MOs participating in the dependency relationship behave really as images of their 
underlying resources (this should be the case having tested the MOs in isolation), there is no 
need to test such kind of conformance requirements. 

The overall goal is to develop abstract test cases which 'cover' the intra and inter relationship 
requirements identified for each relationship in an object catalogue. The abstract test cases 
developed for the conformance requirements are used for testing the relationships in a whole MIB. 
Clearly, a test case can only address aspects that have explicitly been defined in a specification. 
If there exists a relationship between resources that is not specified in the model, the influences 
of this relationship can not be included in the testing process. The test suite for an object 
catalogue (including MOC, name binding, MRC, and role binding definitions) comprises the set 
of all abstract test cases developed for testing MOs in isolation combined with the abstract test 
cases developed for relationships. The difficulties of dealing with resources in the testing process 
have already been discussed in [2]. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have discussed the subject of conformance testing in OSI network management 
with respect to relationships occurring between MOs in a MIB. Despite its high relevance, 
relationship conformance testing has been ignored so far, possibly because dedicated concepts 
for the treatment of relationships have for a long time been missing in OSI management. We 
have classified generic conformance requirements according to the perspectives put forward in 
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[5] for the specification of relationships, which refer to the same aspects that have to be checked 
during a procedure of conformance testing. We have explained how from a formal relationship 
specification appropriate conformance requirements can be derived. The resulting conformance 
requirements form the starting point for the development of abstract test cases for relationships. 
This process has been carried out for an example relationship derived from the object catalogue 
for an ATM cross connection. 

The test case development process for the relationship specifications defined for the ATM cross 
connection MOCs is supported by a prototype test system for MIBs allowing for the definition 
of abstract test cases in TTCN and its automatic execution. The test system is based on an 
existing protocol conformance test tool (Automated Protocol Test System/2 [11]) for which an 
extension has been implemented providing for the exchange of CMIS service primitives between 
test system and a management system [10]. The test system provides the platform for the prac
tical application of our concepts with respect to management information testing. In particular, 
the test cases developed for the ATM cross connection MOCs will be applied to a prototype 
MIB which is being implemented as part of an European research project (RACE II PREPARE) 
dealing with the cooperative end to end service management across heterogeneous Integrated 
Broadband Communication Networks. Finally, it should be noted that the procedure of testing 
relationships introduced in this paper is not only of interest for conformance testing but can 
also aid in an integrated development/testing life cycle of MIB implementations. 
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